Rethinking Yard Care

A wooden rain barrel was a familiar sight in many backyard gardens at the turn of the century. Its purpose was simple – collect rainfall running off a roof and store it for future use. Often, that use would have been watering flowers and garden plants when the weather turned dry.

Turn-of-the-century gardeners knew by experience what chemistry teaches us today: rain water can be better for plants than water pumped from the ground or piped through a city water main. It’s not chlorinated, fluoridated or loaded with dissolved salts. And, rain water is mildly acidic, which helps plants take up important minerals from the soil.

Today, electric well pumps and city water pressure make storing water in rain barrels seem like more work than it’s worth. Nevertheless, we might reflect upon the past and consider what the rain barrel can symbolize.

An old idea reconsidered

A rain barrel reminds us of a simpler, in some ways more sensible, approach to yard care. It shouldn’t imply that conscientious people must go out, buy a rain barrel, and place it under a downspout. But there are applications today of what we might call a rain-barrel ethic.

A rain-barrel ethic suggests an awareness of personal actions and their effects on the environment, with the knowledge that simple and natural methods are sometimes the most effective ways to care for your yard. In practice, such an ethic could mean the difference between clean and polluted lakes and streams.

The Yard Care Series

This publication describes an approach to yard care that is both practical and environmentally sound. It offers ideas to consider around your home and in your community. Look inside for information on:

✓ water quality problems originating at home
✓ the environmental consequences of lawn and garden chemicals
✓ ways to reintroduce natural processes
✓ practical tips for protecting water quality around the home

Other fact sheets in the Yard Care and the Environment series explain environmentally sound actions in greater detail. In some cases, the suggestions can actually make your property easier to manage or more inviting. All promote a healthier environment and better water quality.
Modern-day activities, especially in urban areas, have greatly disrupted the cycle of water movement and polluted much of our water. It may be a surprise to learn that many of the things we do in our communities and around our homes can create environmental problems.

**In the community**

Removal of vegetation during development and its replacement with streets, rooftops, and driveways has significantly decreased the amount of rainfall absorbed by the soil. As a consequence, the amount of water running off toward nearby lakes and streams has increased dramatically.

In addition, stormwater drainage systems are typically designed to remove water from developed areas as quickly as possible during a storm. While these systems are convenient for urban residents, they also carry pollutants to surface waters at a “rapid transit” pace. Contrary to popular belief, pet wastes, oil and other materials dumped into storm sewer grates do not go to the sewage treatment plant, but flow directly to streams and lakes.

The connection between auto maintenance and water quality can be very serious and direct. Anything that drips from a motor vehicle onto pavement—oil, gasoline, brake fluid, antifreeze—can quickly be flushed into lakes with a rainstorm. These materials are toxic to downstream aquatic life. Downspouts positioned to empty directly onto driveways compound the problem.

Dumping oil into a storm sewer grate has almost unthinkable consequences. Five quarts of oil can create a slick as large as two football fields and persist on mud or plants for six months or more.

**Time to rethink**

Clearly, there is a need to rethink what we’re doing at home if urban waters are to be clean and usable. Nowhere is this truer than in our use of lawn and garden chemicals. To understand some of the problems caused by our “chemical dependence” and the advantages of introducing natural processes into lawn and garden care, read on...
THE PANDORA'S BOX OF LAWN AND GARDEN CHEMICALS

For some, yard care can be a very rewarding pastime; for others, it is merely a chore necessary to protect the investment in a property's appearance. Regardless of motivation, most homeowners rely, at one time or another, on lawn and garden pesticides and fertilizers. Unfortunately, routine use of these chemicals threatens to open a Pandora's Box of unintended environmental consequences. Following some common-sense guidelines, however, will bring about healthy lawns and gardens and minimize environmental problems.

Be wary of the "chemical fix"

When the seasons change, you can almost feel it in the air—that urge to get out and do something in the yard. Unfortunately, what many people end up doing sometimes leads to more harm than good. Fertilizing without a soil test when the lawn really doesn't need it, using weed killers at the wrong time of year, spraying with insecticides "just to be on the safe side," even watering a little bit every day...are all wasteful and environmentally damaging practices.

Without thinking about it, some homeowners reach first for the "solution" that should be a last resort. The serious warning labels on many pesticide products clearly indicate the hazards to songbirds, aquatic life, and humans. In a sense, using such chemicals without proper diagnosis of the problem and careful application procedures is no different than a doctor prescribing medicine with potentially serious side effects for a condition that proper diet and moderate exercise could cure. Resist the urge for a quick chemical solution.

Develop a healthy respect

Because yard care chemicals have come into widespread and routine use for many homeowners, there is some danger that a "healthy respect" for them has faded. Homeowners may have used yard care chemicals before without incident. When pressed for time and confronted by profuse label directions and warnings in fine print, it's tempting to skip the instructions and just "get the job done." But pesticide application is not the time to overlook something important. The suffix "icide" means "to kill." Insecticides kill insects, herbicides kill plants and fungicides kill fungus species. While greater success is realized every year in developing chemical and application methods that are more target-specific, the fact remains that pesticides sometimes kill living things other than their targets.

Consider the side-effects

If beneficial predators (such as birds) are poisoned along with pests, then natural controls are gone, allowing pests to multiply more rapidly. This may further the need for more chemicals and set in motion an unfortunate and unintended cycle. Thus the yard can get "hooked" on a pesticide.

A similar pattern can develop with lawn fertilizers. When careless fertilization is followed by routine removal of grass clippings (a natural source of nitrogen) further fertilization is required. The cycle of fertilizing, rapid growth, more cutting and bagging, more fertilizing, etc. gets to be time consuming and costly. It also increases the chance that fertilizer will be washed off to lakes and streams. On an individual lawn or garden the problem may not seem like much, but area-wide it adds up.
Do it in moderation
When used in heavier-than-recommended concentrations, nearly all yard care chemicals can pose an environmental problem. This not only wastes money, but puts the applicator, family, neighbors, beneficial plants and animals, and downstream waters at risk. Many recommended label rates are already liberal, designed so that products still work under less than optimal conditions.

Even under-application can create problems. If label directions are misread or pesticides are being “sprayed about” in diluted amounts just to use up existing supplies, then chemicals will not be effective and needlessly enter the environment. Also, pest populations subjected to non-lethal doses may begin to genetically develop resistance to the chemicals designed to kill them.

Timing is everything
Using the wrong product, or the right product at the wrong time, again wastes money and needlessly releases chemicals into the environment. If an insecticide label does not indicate effectiveness against a specific pest – or is effective only during a certain stage in the pest’s life cycle – then application can end up harming the wrong thing (like honeybees). Yet the temptation may exist when product “X” is in hand now and worked so well against another pest. However, ignoring basic label directions such as “do not apply if rain is forecast” will, at minimum, result in a chemical application that doesn’t do the job.

Another temptation exists during early spring. A dose of nitrogen fertilizer at that time can “green up” a lawn fast. Peer pressure among neighbors to do likewise may set in. Unfortunately, the green top growth takes place at the expense of the root system. An early appearance of health can later give way to a lawn susceptible to drought. The response may then be more watering (more time, expense and possible problems).

Handle with care
An irony of urban society is that some people are squeamish at the idea of picking bugs off plants by hand, yet find it perfectly acceptable to employ chemicals, some of which are hazardous enough that professionals must be certified to use larger quantities. History has shown that some chemicals initially believed safe have had to be removed from the market after damaging effects were later discovered.

Chemicals spilled on pavement during chemical mixing and loading can quickly be washed away with the next rain to pollute lakes and streams. If not cleaned up, a sometimes-severe health threat may also persist. Fortunately, an impermeable surface can contain some spills and allow time for clean-up.

Buy only what you need
Most people want to solve a perceived yard care problem as easily and economically as possible. But buying ahead is definitely not a good idea. Freezing temperatures, for example, can render surplus volumes of some products useless, although they will remain hazardous. Also, if chemicals pile up in a garage, a temptation may develop to throw out the accumulated mess. Proper pesticide storage and disposal – often overlooked or the last thing considered – can be difficult to do right. Meanwhile, curious children and pets may be at risk.

When in doubt, ask for help
Safe and reliable chemical treatment of some yard care problems is definitely possible for the informed homeowner. The key is to know plants, their pests and the chemicals you plan to use. Rather than attempting to tackle a problem you are not prepared for, it is always better to seek professional assistance and consider more natural alternatives whenever possible.
The natural cycle

Consider what happens in the forest environment. A layer of fallen leaves helps reduce erosion by protecting soil from the impact of falling raindrops.

That's why, even after a heavy rain, clear water is found in undisturbed woodland streams. Natural grasslands protect water quality in much the same way.

Leaves and grassy vegetation are naturally decomposed by soil organisms, which return nutrients to the soil. The nutrients needed by plants are then taken up by roots to produce new growth year after year in a very efficient recycling process. Under these conditions, plants grow without the need for additional fertilizers. Decaying vegetation also forms an insulating layer of mulch and adds organic matter which reduces daily temperature fluctuations and increases the soil's capacity to hold moisture.

Imitate nature through planning and action

We can't expect that a natural ecosystem can be duplicated in the urban environment; but by taking advantage of natural processes, yard care can generally be made more efficient and less problematic for lakes and streams.

What works for nature can work for homeowners. By properly mowing, mulching, composting leaves and grass clippings, the normal amount of fertilizing, watering, and weeding can often be reduced. If grass clippings are allowed to remain on lawns instead of being raked or bagged, they will produce benefits from natural recycling. Even pests become less of a problem if more "natural diversity" in plantings is used — as opposed to typical urban uniformity — so that susceptible plants are grown farther apart.

If you have natural or "wild" areas on your property, think twice before deciding to convert them to more formal landscaped areas. Natural landscapes often require less time and money to maintain than formal landscapes, and are usually the best at preventing water pollution from runoff. This is especially important for waterfront property.

A long-term solution to yard maintenance problems, therefore, is proper planning, especially, of landscape plantings. This can reduce the need for chemicals and increase the amount of precipitation absorbed by the ground. The water that does run off is also likely to be cleaner, and the yard more attractive and enjoyable.

Areas of natural landscaping can be a long-term solution to yard maintenance chores, and reduce the need for fertilizers and pesticides.
PRACTICAL TIPS FOR CLEAN WATER

Whether you live in the city or the country... whether your home is large or small... whether you have a lot of time and money to invest in your yard or just a little, there is something you can do to improve water quality. The following suggestions are ways that you can make a contribution to clean water and a healthy environment.

Around your home

- Mow often enough to leave grass clippings on the lawn.
- Keep fallen leaves out of the streetside gutter or ditch, using them around the yard as practical. Properly place the remainder near the curb (not in the street) just before municipal collection.
- Plant an extra tree for multiple environmental benefits, especially where it becomes part of a planting bed or "naturalized" landscape area that recycles leaves, twigs, and other yard "wastes."
  - Seed bare soil and cover it with a mulch as soon as possible to minimize erosion. Disturb no more ground than necessary for a project, while preserving existing vegetation.
- Direct roof downspouts away from foundations and driveways to planting beds and lawns where the water can safely soak into the ground. Use a rain barrel where practical.
- Use lawn and garden chemicals carefully and sparingly. Pesticides, including weed killers, should be considered a last resort – other controls come first.
- Limit the use of toxic or hazardous products in general. Keep them away from storm sewers, lakes, and streams.
- Collect oil and other automotive products preferably for recycling, or tightly seal and wrap them for proper disposal.
- Wash cars on the lawn, where soapy water can't quickly run toward the nearest storm sewer, picking up other pollutants as it goes.
- Keep cars tuned up and in good operating condition. Check for drips and repair leaks immediately to keep nuisance oils off pavement. Better yet, walk, bike or take the bus.
- For waterfront property, grow a "buffer strip" of dense, natural vegetation along the water's edge to filter pollutants and stabilize the shoreline.
- If using a septic tank system, maintain it properly through regular inspections and licensed pumping every two to three years.
- Monitor fuel use from any underground gas and oil tanks to make sure they are not leaking.
- Plan your landscape with environmental health in mind, reducing the area that is heavily maintained.
- Clean up pet wastes, from which nutrients and bacteria could be washed toward lakes and streams.
- Conservatively use salt in winter. Substitute sand or old-fashioned "chipping" when possible.
In your community

- Support and follow ordinances that limit soil erosion from construction sites.
- Encourage detention ponds and other stormwater management practices that reduce runoff pollution by temporarily holding water or letting it soak into the ground.
- Encourage the safe but conservative use of salt on roads and limit application to critical areas.
- Tell public officials about your interest in cleaning up local waters and about their value to recreation and the economy.
- Support the preservation of wetlands as natural filters that protect water quality, prevent flooding, and provide vital open space.
- Promote "environmental or parkway corridors" adjacent to streams and waterways for water quality, wildlife, and multiple-use benefits.
- Participate in groups, projects and events that promote conservation, waterfront recreation, or shoreline clean-ups.

Home hot spots for water quality

Around every yard are spots where your activities affect water quality. The illustration shows a few of them. Take a look around your own home with an eye toward water quality.

- Good for water quality
- Bad for water quality
- Could be good or bad, depending on your actions
Rain barrels were used in the past to collect water for use around the yard. Today, they symbolize a bygone era of sensible, environmentally sound approaches to growing healthy lawns and gardens. Environmentally sound yard care stresses:

- Thinking of environmental consequences in addition to conveniences.
- Planning for greater harmony with natural surroundings.
- Being conservative and resourceful, rather than wasteful.
- Believing that little changes collectively make a big difference.
- Capitalizing on the time and cost-savings that rethinking yard care can bring.

Fact sheets in the Yard Care and the Environment series are designed to illustrate the principles of environmentally sound yard care. They provide specific information about pesticides, fertilizers, landscaping, watering, and related topics. These and other publications can be obtained from your county UW-Extension office. Help is also available there regarding soil testing, pest identification, plant selection, and other important items related to yard care and water quality.